[The effect of he jie decoction on the TCRV beta 7 of chronic hepatitis B patients].
To explore the correlation of clinical effect and TCRV beta 7 expression of He Jie Decoction (HJD) on chronic hepatitis B patients. 45 patients of chronic hepatitis B were divided randomly into two groups. 30 patients in the treated group were treated by HJD, and 15 patients in the control group were treated by usual western medicine. The TCRV beta 7 level were detected before and after being treated. After six months treatment, the ALT level of two groups were obviously decreased (P < 0.01), TCRV beta 7 expression were detected out in 6 patients of the treated group, and HBV-DNA and HBeAg of the 6 patients were negative conversion. The TCRV beta 7 expression couldn't be detected out in the control group, and HBV-DNA and HBeAg of the control group weren't negative conversion. There was no significant difference between the clinical total effective rate of the two groups (P > 0.05), but the apparent rate of the treated group was significantly higher than that of the control group (P < 0.01). HJD might have the effect on improving the TCRV beta 7 expression of chronic hepatitis B patients, which might be the ways of HJD inhibiting and killing hepatitis B virus.